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Abstract
Problems in program analysis can be solved by developing novel
program semantics and deriving abstractions conventionally. For
over thirty years, higher-order program analysis has been sold as
a hard problem. Its solutions have required ingenuity and complex
models of approximation. We claim that this difficulty is due to
premature focus on abstraction and propose a new approach that
emphasizes semantics. Its simplicity enables new analyses that are
beyond the current state of the art.
Current Thoughts, New Ideas
Higher-order program analysis has been an important and recurring
topic at PLDI, starting with Shivers’ seminal paper [1] and contin-
uing through the present [2]. However, past approaches are limited
in the language features they can handle, require intricate formal
models that are difficult to develop, verify, and maintain, and do
not scale to new questions that we need to answer of programs.
We propose a new approach in which interesting analyses can be
developed by first developing interesting semantics and then using
known techniques to approximate as a final step.
As an example, Meunier, et al. [3] develop a modular program
analysis for higher-order behavioral software contracts. Meunier
gives an analysis in the form of a large constraint set system and,
separately, a dynamic reduction semantics. An important drawback
is the dissimilarity between the semantics and the analysis. Both are
complicated for the sake of establishing a correspondence, which
is accomplished by shoehorning the semantics into an analysis, and
tweaking to achieve modularity. Despite these efforts, the sound-
ness theorem does not hold. Worse, the system was then aban-
doned, as it could not be maintained, extended, or implemented.
In contrast, we have taken the semantics of Meunier’s language
and systematically derived a similar whole-program analysis based
on an abstract machine for the language [4]. The machine itself is
derived from the semantics through known techniques, making its
correctness proof straightforward. This step is purely a semantic
refactoring; it has nothing to do with approximation. The machine,
however, is in a form that abstracts naturally and transparently [5].
What remains is to make this analysis modular, enabling rea-
soning about programs that are missing some of their components.
We solve this problem purely on the semantic side of the equa-
tion by extending the dynamic semantics with reductions for pro-
grams with missing components. Missing components are regarded
as their contracts, which are given reduction rules corresponding to
the reductions that may be taken by any value satisfying those con-
tracts. As an example, consider the following program fragment
consisting of two modules with unknown implementations, keygen
and rsa, and a call to rsa to encrypt a string using a key from
keygen. Inputs and outputs are annotated with contracts, which are
user-defined predicates, i.e. prime?.
keygen() : prime? { • }
rsa(k: prime?, s: string?) : string? { • }
rsa(keygen(), "Plain");
Under our modular semantics, the program executes as follows:
rsa(keygen(), "Plain");
→ rsa([prime?], "Plain");
→ string?("Plain"); prime?([prime?]); [string?]
→ [string?]
The [·] notation denotes a contract treated as a value. Intuitively,
it represents the set of all values satisfying the contract. The imple-
mentation of keygen is missing, so we cannot know what it returns,
but by its specification, it produces a value satisfying prime?, hence
it produces [prime?]. To call rsa, we check string? of "Plain"
and prime? of [prime?], both of which succeed, so the program
produces [string?], an unknown string value. No contracts are
violated and thus expensive run-time checks can be eliminated.
To obtain an analysis, this modular reduction semantics is run
through the same derivation pipeline to reveal a modular program
analysis. The resulting analysis is easy to verify, extend, and imple-
ment, requiring no ingenuity in approximation methods.
The central lesson of this work is that problems in program
analysis can be solved by developing novel program semantics
and deriving abstractions conventionally. Generalizing this obser-
vation, we can see that this strategy applies to many analysis prob-
lems. Determine the question to be answered, design a semantics
that precisely answers this question during evaluation, as in our
modular semantics, and finally, use traditional transformations and
approximation methods to produce a computable analyzer.
This strategy has several advantages: (1) It is easier to get right.
Semantics and analysis correspond closely, making both easier to
verify and maintain. (2) Many existing semantics can be repurposed
for building analyses of everything from space behavior of lazy lan-
guages to security via stack inspection. (3) The PL community has
developed a host of intellectual tools for designing and reasoning
about semantics which we can re-use for program analysis.
Future Fun
We have taken this approach to leverage dynamic semantics for
predicting garbage collection, space consumption, and modularity.
There are many exciting opportunities we consider worth pursuing.
1. Using a parallel cost model semantics [6], we can design anal-
yses for predicting space usage of parallel functional programs.
2. Contracts are a form of specification, which we treat as values
in a novel semantics. What other kinds of specifications can
be treated as values? Giving reductions for values drawn from
Hoare-type theory [7] would give rich specifications for effect-
ful components, in turn yielding rich program analyzers.
3. Using a semantics with temporal predicates over program
events [8], we can develop higher-order temporal model check-
ers for history- and stack-based security mechanisms.
These problems seem daunting under current approaches to anal-
ysis design, but we conjecture that by taking a semantic approach
seriously, solutions will be more easily obtained.
Acknowledgments: We are inspired in part by work with M. Might.
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